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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

Effects of Hyaluronic Acid 

Concentration Polarization 

On Hydraulic Permeability 

 

by 

 

Anna Luan 

 

Master of Science in Bioengineering 

University of California, San Diego, 2012 

Professor Robert L. Sah, Chair 

 
 

In normal joints, tissues such as synovium and articular cartilage provide 

resistance to outflow of water and macromolecules in synovial fluid (SF). Hyaluronan 

(HA) normally contributes to hydraulic outflow resistance under increased pressure by a 

reduction of the driving force via a concentration polarized layer at the surfaces of the 

joint capsule [11, 44, 58, 66]. Changes in the synovial joint that occur in osteoarthritis 



 

xi 

(OA) and injury, including decreased HA content and joint tissue degeneration, are 

likely to alter the formation of this layer. 

An ultrafiltration model was solved to evaluate the dynamics and steady-state 

properties of HA concentration polarization across the synovium in health and disease, 

and the model results were compared to experimental data. Validation simulations were 

similar to measured transient and steady-state values for concentration and retention. 

The model predicted that HA at a normal concentration and molecular weight is mostly 

retained, resulting in physiologically observed intra-articular pressures. Predicted HA 

retention, concentration distributions, and dynamic hydraulic permeability were altered 

with decreased initial HA concentration and molecular weight, as observed in disease. 

In diseased joints, after a period of temporary slight concentration polarization, HA is 

predicted to be depleted from the joint cavity due to increased loss through the 

membrane. 

These studies provide a foundation for further understanding of hyaluronic acid 

concentration polarization in the normal and diseased synovial joint by modeling flow 

of HA solutions through a membrane, as well as the effect of HA concentration and 

retention on the formation of the concentration polarization layer.  



 

1 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction to the Thesis 

Previous studies [10, 36, 44, 45, 59] have investigated the relationship between 

hyaluronan (HA) and permeability, including HA concentration polarization and HA 

reflection due to molecular sieving by extracellular matrix proteins. The outflow 

buffering capabilities of hyaluronan (HA) have been well characterized by previous 

studies: when HA is present, an increase in resistance to trans-synovial fluid filtration 

from the joint cavity is proportional to the increase in intra-articular pressure [44, 45]. It 

has been further suggested that this outflow buffering is due to the formation of a highly 

concentrated HA layer against the synovium, which opposes fluid outflow by creating a 

concentration polarized layer and raising the osmotic pressure (of HA) at the inner joint 

interface [10]. 

It is hypothesized that changes in the synovial joint that take place in 

osteoarthritis, including changes to both SF content and synovial joint structure, alter 

hydraulic conductance and the concentration polarization of HA. Such changes in 

normal flux may further alter SF composition and function within the joint space. 

The overall motivation of this thesis work was to contribute to understanding of 

the concentration polarization of hyaluronic acid and the effects of initial polymer mass, 

reflection coefficient, and solvent flow rate. Specifically, the aims of this study were to 
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(1) expand and solve a mathematical model to analyze HA concentration polarization, 

including steady-state and transient concentration profiles and pressure drops, (2) to 

assess the validity of the model by comparison with other experimental and theoretical 

studies, and (3) to apply the model to physiological situations in which HA content and 

retention are altered. 

 

1.2 Synovial Joint Structure 

The synovial joint is a system of interacting components, including articular 

cartilage, synovium, and synovial fluid (SF). Articular cartilage is a dense, low-friction, 

wear-resistant tissue that covers the ends of long bones. The synovium, or synovial 

membrane, is composed of synoviocytes and extracellular matrix. The synovium lines 

the joint and serves as a pathway between the joint cavity, synovial capillaries, and the 

underlying subsynovium, which contains lymphatic vessels and synovial capillaries. SF 

is an ultrafiltrate of blood plasma, and decreases friction against cartilage surfaces by 

acting as a lubricant during articulation. These components interact to regulate SF 

composition within the synovial joint (Figure 1.1). 

Articular cartilage is a fibrous matrix composed mainly of collagen type II fibrils 

and chains of glycosaminoglycan (GAG) molecules attached to proteoglycan (PG) core 

proteins. These elements act together in cartilage to create a high resistance to hydraulic 

flow [34], which is crucial to its ability to pressurize the interstitial fluid within the joint 

cavity. Flow through articular cartilage, which has an effective pore size of 2-6.5 nm in 

radius [40, 48], is normally limited [23, 38, 48], and articular cartilage thus contributes 

most of the hydraulic resistance of osteochondral tissue in the joint. Adult human 

articular cartilage occupies a total surface area of approximately 121 cm2 [16] and is 2-5 
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mm in thickness [16]. In osteoarthritis, articular cartilage is often present at different 

levels of degradation across the surface of the joint. At areas of full thickness 

degradation, whether from osteoarthritis or acute injury, the underlying subchondral 

bone plate is exposed. The subchondral bone plate is composed of a thin layer of 

calcified cartilage and 1-2 mm of porous bone. While articular cartilage has a hydraulic 

permeability of 0.0001-0.002 mm2/(MPa·s) [39, 41, 43], the subchondral bone plate 

normally has a hydraulic permeability of approximately 90 mm2/(MPa·s) [23], and 140-

190 mm2/(MPa·s)  in OA [23]. 

Synovium is a leaky, confining membrane with embedded synoviocytes (Figure 

1.2). Synoviocytes of types A (“macrophage-like”) and B (“fibroblast-like”) are 

responsible for the secretion of important SF molecules, including HA and other 

lubricant molecules [22, 64], cytokines [19, 53], HA binding protein [30], and matrix-

degrading enzymes [1, 46]. An irregular, complex fibrous network of collagens (types I, 

III, and V) [3], GAGs [55], PGs [9], and glycoproteins (GPs) occupies the intercellular 

gaps (1-2 µm). Due to the presence of the ECM, synovium provides resistance to SF 

outflow [63] with an equivalent pore size between 15-45 nm in radius [35]. In the 

human knee, synovium occupies a surface area of approximately 277 cm2 [15] and is 

approximately 50 µm in thickness [56]. Synovial capillaries, approximately 30 µm from 

the joint cavity-synovium surface, are fenestrated and heterogeneously permeable. The 

loose, areolar subsynovium layer beneath the synovium acts as a compliant, low-

pressure fluid sink [45]. Lymphatic vessels at the subsynovium-synovium border drain 

fluid, macromolecules, and particles from the joint cavity. 
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Figure 1.1: Synovial joint components. (A) Synovial joints are composed of cartilage, 
synovium, and SF, (B) which are communicating compartments that work together to 
regulate SF composition. Figure is from  [8].  
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Figure 1.2: Synovium structure. (A) Electron micrograph of rabbit knee adipose 
synovium [32], where J denotes the joint cavity; L, lumen of a fenestrated capillary; P, a 
pericyte; M, intercellular matrix; and B, a fibroblast-like synoviocyte. (B) Schematic of 
rabbit synovium and two synovial capillaries, where l is the length of an intercellular 
gap and d is capillary depth. Modified from [32].  

A 

B 
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1.3 Synovial Fluid Components 

Synovial fluid is a complex mixture of various lubricant molecules, cytokines, 

plasma proteins, and modulators such as binding molecules and enzymes. Hyaluronic 

acid (HA) and proteoglycan 4 (PRG4) present in the SF contribute to the boundary 

lubrication of articular cartilage [52, 65], and are secreted by fibroblast-like 

synoviocytes within the synovium [22, 26, 47]. A variety of cytokines are secreted by 

both types of synoviocytes, including IL-1β, TGF-β1, TNF-α, IL-8, and IL-17 [19, 53]. 

Molecules such as HA binding proteins and cytokine antagonists interact with these 

components, and enzymes such as hyaluronidase and collagenase allow for degradation 

and turnover of SF and matrix components. Water, albumins, and globulins enter SF 

through ultrafiltration from synovial capillaries. 

HA is an anionic polysaccharide composed of repeating D-glucuronic acid and 

N-acetyl-D-glucosamine dimers [20]. Each disaccharide has a length of 0.95 nm, radius 

of approximately 0.5 nm [17], and molecular weight of 400 Da. Physiologically, the 

total molecular weight of an HA molecule may range between 105 and 107 [28]. Normal 

SF contains HA at concentrations between 1-4 mg ml-1, while HA concentration is 

lowered in osteoarthritis at 0.7-1.1 mg ml-1, and rheumatoid arthritis at 0.8-1.5 mg ml-1 

[42]. 

Influx and efflux of joint fluid is directed by pressure changes within the joint. 

During extension, the pressure in the joint cavity becomes subatmospheric and net 

transsynovial flow is directed into the joint cavity [34]. During flexion and loading, 

pressurization of the intra-articular SF drives fluid out of the joint cavity and into the 

lymphatic system. The normal synovial knee joint cavity maintains a volume of 

approximately 1-2 ml of SF [57] and transsynovial flow varies between approximately 

10-30 µl min-1 [31]. 
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1.4 Concentration Polarization and Outflow Buffering 

 In aqueous solution, the expanded coil configuration of HA has a radius of 

gyration (Rg) of between 100-200 nm [20], causing adjacent molecular domains to 

overlap at HA concentrations at or above approximately 1 mg ml-1 [59]. Although HA 

in solution has domains of 100-200 nm in radius, and synovium has sieving properties 

equivalent to those of cylindrical pores of 33-59 nm in radius [58], imperfect reflection 

(σ < 1) occurs because the HA chain is flexible and can deform to access pores smaller 

than Rg. Estimates show that the equivalent solid sphere radius of HA is much smaller 

than Rg [49, 61]. For a 0.2 mg/ml HA solution (average molecular weight 2.1 MDa) 

infused at a rate of between 10 to 67 µl/min through synovium, the reflection coefficient 

has been reported to be approximately 0.95 [62], and increased with time due to 

membrane fouling. 

Several previous studies [36, 59, 62] have investigated the molecular sieving of 

HA by extracellular matrix (ECM) components. Selective filtration of HA through the 

synovium may be described as analogous to an ultrafiltration system, in which a fraction 

of the macromolecules are rejected by the membrane and remain upstream. The 

accumulation of these retained molecules against the membrane surface, and the 

associated formation of a concentration gradient upstream of the membrane, is a process 

called concentration polarization. It has been suggested that, in the synovial joint, a 

highly concentrated HA layer against the synovium opposes fluid outflow [10]. 
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The formation of a concentration polarization layer decreases filtration through 

osmotic and hydrostatic pressure differences, and an increase in the membrane 

resistance itself [54]. First, the high concentration at the surface of the membrane 

induces a large osmotic pressure difference across the membrane [28, 36]. This pressure 

opposes outflow and can increase the driving pressure required to maintain a constant 

flow rate. Second, because the solvent must flow through the concentration polarization 

layer, the structure of the layer itself may contribute to flow resistance [54]. Finally, 

clogging of the membrane pores by solute molecules can decrease effective pore size 

and dramatically increase flow resistance. 
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1.5 Previous Studies in Synovial Fluid Transport and Concentration 
Polarization 

Governing Equations for Concentration Polarized Layers 

We can consider the HA concentration polarized layer to be analogous to a 

porous medium that is affected by osmotic pressure [27, 28]. Incompressible one-

dimensional flow through a porous medium is typically described using Darcy’s Law 

[7], which relates the flow rate and pressure gradient for flow in a porous medium: 

 

  
A
Q

kdz
dP µ

=  (1) 

where dP/dz is the hydrostatic pressure gradient (Pa/m), µ is the solvent dynamic 

viscosity (Pa·s), k is the hydrodynamic layer specific hydraulic conductivity or 

permeability (m2), Q is the volumetric solvent flow rate (m3/s), and A is the cross-

sectional area of the flow (m2). 

 However, solvent molecules in the concentration polarization layer are subject to 

forces that can be formulated as chemical potential gradients within the layer and 

expressed as a local osmotic pressure [21, 27]. Thus, Johnson [27] proposed a modified 

Darcy’s Law in which the net force driving the solvent is the difference between the 

applied hydrodynamic pressure and the osmotic pressure: 

  ( )( )
( ) A

Q
ckdz

cPd µ
=

Π−'  (2) 

where Π is the concentration-dependent osmotic pressure of the solution and k is the 

concentration-dependent permeability of the layer. 
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 We assume the following general power law equations for the osmotic pressure 

and permeability of HA solutions [27]: 

  ( ) nbcc =Π  (3) 

  ( ) macck −=  (4) 

where the physicochemical variables a, b, m, and n are empirically determined and are 

dependent on solvent type, ionic strength, pH, temperature, impurities, and polymer 

MW distribution [21]. Table 1.1 summarizes estimates of these variables for various 

HA solutions from published studies. 

 Osmotic pressure Π of a polymer solution can be expressed in terms of 

concentration by a virial expansion in which the coefficients are dependent on the 

polymer MW distribution and solution ionic conditions: 

  ( ) ...3
3

2
21 +++=Π cAcAcAc  (5) 

and where, according to van’t Hoff’s law, the first coefficient A1 is [66]: 

  
nM

RTA =1  (6) 

R is the gas constant (cm3·MPa/[mol·K]), T is the temperature (K), and Mn is the 

number-average molecular weight of the polymer (g/mol). For HA solutions in our 

range of interest, the coefficient A1 is small and Equation (5) is dominated by the second 

order term [21, 27], such that we may use Equation (3) with a value of n = 2 as an 

expression for osmotic pressure. 

Steady-State Concentration Profile 
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 Johnson et al. [27, 28] propose that the net force on the polymer molecules is 

zero within the steady-state polarized layer because the molecules are not accelerating. 

Thus, at steady-state, the drag force exerted on the polymer molecules by the moving 

solvent must be balanced by the effective force of the osmotic pressure [27, 28]: 

  ( )Ack
Q

dz
d µ

−=
Π  (7) 

By substituting the general power law equations for osmotic pressure and permeability 

into this force balance, and then integrating from a distance z to the length of the final 

steady-state concentration polarized layer lf, an equation describing the steady-state 

concentration distribution within the layer may be obtained [21]: 

  ( )
( )( ) mn

f

abnA
zlmnQ

zc
−








 −−
=

1
µ

 (8) 

Then, by applying conservation of mass, where c0 is the concentration of HA initially 

loaded in a layer of thickness l0, 

  ( ) 00
0

lcdzzc
fl

=∫  (9) 

Gowman and Ethier calculated the final concentration polarization layer thickness for a 

completely retained polymer solution [21]: 

  ( )
1

00

1
1

1 +−
−+−







−
+−









−

=
mn

mnmn

f lc
mn

mn
mnQ

abnAl
µ

 (10) 

The concentration at the membrane surface (z = 0+) at steady-state was thus determined 

by combining these equations [21]: 
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  ( ) 1
1

001 +−





 +−

=
mn

mem abnA
lCmnQC µ  (11) 

Steady-State Pressure Drop 

 The hydrostatic pressure drop across the steady-state concentration polarization 

layer may be calculated using Darcy’s Law, which relates the flow rate and pressure 

gradient for flow in a porous medium: 

  ( ) A
Q

ckdz
dP µ

=  (12) 

where P is the difference between the applied hydrodynamic and the osmotic pressure in 

Johnson’s modified Darcy’s Law [27], and the concentration-dependent hydraulic 

permeability k(c) is characterized by Equation (4). 

 The expression can be integrated from the membrane surface to the steady-state 

layer thickness lf , substituting in the steady-state concentration distribution equation, to 

obtain the total pressure drop across the final layer and membrane: 

  ( ) 1

00
1 +−





 +−

−
=∆

mn
n

lC
abnA

mnQ
mn

bnP µ  (13) 

By combining the polymer force balance in Equation (7) and modified Darcy’s Law in 

Equation (2), Johnson et al. [28] argue that the pressure gradient within the steady-state 

layer is zero: 

  0'
=

dz
dP  (14) 
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Therefore, they concluded that the pressure drop must be due to the osmotic pressure of 

the polymer solution across the membrane [27] from the increased HA concentration at 

the membrane surface such that: 

  ( )memcP Π=∆  (15) 

 Peppin and Elliot [54] argued that Johnson et al.’s theoretical argument was 

inexact due to an assumption of negligible intermolecular interactions; however, they 

concluded that the pressure variations across the layer were insignificant relative to the 

overall pressure. 

Transient Dynamics 

 The dynamics of concentration polarization of HA remains to be solved 

analytically or numerically, and applied to physiological conditions of health and 

disease. A transient model would help to elucidate time-dependent properties of 

concentration polarization, and would be helpful in understanding in vitro and in vivo 

perfusion processes. Thus, the overall motivation of this study was to contribute to 

understanding of the concentration polarization of hyaluronic acid and the effects of 

initial polymer mass, reflection coefficient, and solvent flow rate. Specifically, the 

objectives of this study were to (1) expand and solve a mathematical model to analyze 

HA concentration polarization, including steady-state and transient concentration 

profiles and pressure drops, (2) to assess the validity of the model by comparison with 

other experimental and theoretical studies, and (3) to apply the model to physiological 

situations in which HA composition and retention are altered. The main findings, their 

significance, and future research directions are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. 
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( ) maCCk −=

 

Property Parameter Values Reference Comments 

Osmotic Pressure 

 

(dyn/cm2) 

b = 2.55 x 108 
(cm5/g·s2)  
 

Johnson (1987)  High HA 
concentration; S > 
150 mM  

b = 3.34 x 10
8
 Gowman (1996), 

Peitzsch & Reed 
(1992)  

Up to 10% HA; 
10 mM NaCl  

Permeability 

 

(cm2) 

a = 2.92 x 10
-16 

(g/cm)
 
 

m = 1.47
 
 

Ethier (1986)  0.01%-1.0% HA; 
200 mM NaCl  

a = 5.74 x 10
-16

 
m = 1.34

 
 

Lam & Bert (1990)  0.04%-0.28% HA; 
200 mM NaCl  

a = 23.9 x 10
-16

 
m = 1.02

 
 

Jackson & James 
(1982)  

0.05%-1.5% HA 
S = 25.4 mM  
Phosphate buffer  

 

Table 1.1: Physicochemical parameters for osmotic pressure and permeability of 
various HA solutions calculated in published studies. 

( ) nbCC =Π
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CHAPTER 2 

A MODEL OF HYALURONIC ACID  

CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION:  

EFFECTS OF MASS, REFLECTION, AND FLOW RATE 

 

2.1 Summary 

 In normal synovial joints, hyaluronan (HA) is selectively retained in the joint 

cavity by the synovial lining, leading to the high HA concentration that gives synovial 

fluid (SF) its lubricating functions. Under increased intra-articular pressure, the 

formation of an HA concentration polarization layer normally resists fluid outflow due 

to an osmotic pressure difference across the synovium [11, 44, 58, 66]. It is 

hypothesized that changes in the synovial joint that occur in osteoarthritis (OA) and 

injury, including decreased HA concentration, decreased HA MW, and degeneration of 

joint capsule tissues, are likely to alter the formation of this layer. This study aims to 

further the understanding of HA concentration polarization in health and disease by 

modeling the effects of synovial HA composition on the formation of a concentration 

polarization layer and its fluid-resistance properties. An ultrafiltration model was 

modified and solved to evaluate the dynamics and steady-state properties of HA 

molecular sieving and concentration polarization in health and disease, and model 

15 
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predictions were compared to experimental data. The model predicted that normal HA 

retention results in physiologically observed intra-articular pressures and contributions 

to hydraulic resistance. Predicted HA retention, joint space HA concentration 

distributions, and dynamic hydraulic permeability were altered with parameters 

characteristic of pathologic SF composition, such as decreased initial HA concentration 

and molecular weight. The model predicted that in diseased joints, after an initial 2 

hours of slight concentration polarization at the membrane surface, HA is depleted from 

the joint cavity due to steady loss through the membrane. These studies extend current 

understanding of hyaluronic acid concentration polarization in the synovial joint by 

modeling flow of HA solutions through a membrane. In addition, this study supports the 

concentration polarization hypothesis for HA in healthy joint, but suggests that altered 

molecular sieving may lead to impaired HA and fluid retention under extended flow in 

disease and injury. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Synovial fluid (SF) is a mixture of various lubricant molecules, cytokines, 

plasma proteins, and protein modulators. Hyaluronan (HA, or hyaluronic acid) present 

in the SF decreases friction against cartilage surfaces by contributing to the boundary 

lubrication of articular cartilage [52, 65], and is secreted by fibroblast-like synoviocytes 

within the synovium [22, 26, 47]. HA is an anionic polysaccharide composed of 

repeating D-glucuronic acid and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine dimers [20]. Physiologically, 

the total molecular weight of an HA molecule may range between 105 and 107 Da [5, 

28], and is present at concentrations of 2-4 mg ml-1 in normal SF. 

Influx and efflux of joint fluid is directed by pressure changes within the joint. 

The majority of flow in the normal synovial joint is transsynovial, as flow through 

articular cartilage is normally limited [23, 38, 48]. During extension, the pressure in the 

joint cavity becomes subatmospheric and net transsynovial flow is directed into the joint 

cavity [34]. During flexion and loading, pressurization of the intra-articular SF drives 

fluid out of the joint cavity and into the areolar subsynovium layer beneath the 

synovium, which acts as a low-pressure fluid sink [45].  The synovium, or synovial 

membrane, lines the joint and serves as a pathway between the joint cavity, synovial 

capillaries, and lymphatic vessels at the subsynovium-synovium border. An irregular, 

complex fibrous network of collagens [3], GAGs [55], PGs [9], and glycoproteins (GPs) 

occupies the intercellular gaps; this extracellular matrix (ECM) network provides 

resistance to transsynovial fluid outflow [59, 63]. 
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 The synovium resists fluid efflux and, to a much greater degree, HA outflow 

[59]. The ECM of the synovial interstitium allows water and small molecules to 

permeate more readily than macromolecules, leading to selective trapping of high 

molecular weight (MW) species, including HA, in the joint cavity. Imperfect retention 

occurs because the HA chain is flexible and can deform to access pores, and estimates 

show that the equivalent solid sphere radius of HA is much smaller than its radius of 

gyration Rg [49, 61]. This “molecular sieving” [60, 62] maintains a high concentration 

of HA in the SF, which is physiologically important for the lubricating function of SF. 

The retention of HA in the joint cavity may also decrease the need for additional HA 

production by synoviocytes [12]. 

The accumulation of these retained molecules against the membrane surface 

results in a concentration polarization layer, in which a highly concentrated layer of HA 

develops next to the synovium. It has been suggested that, in the synovial joint, this 

concentration polarization layer of HA against the synovium opposes fluid outflow 

(“outflow buffering”) [10, 36, 37]. First, the high concentration at the surface of the 

membrane induces a large osmotic pressure difference across the membrane [28, 36]. 

This pressure opposes outflow and can increase the driving pressure required to 

maintain a constant flow rate. Second, because the solvent must flow through the 

concentration polarization layer, the structure of the layer itself may contribute to flow 

resistance [54]. Finally, clogging of the membrane pores by solute molecules can 

decrease effective pore size and dramatically increase flow resistance [21]. These fluid 

and molecular retention effects may be especially important in periods of maintained 

flexion of the joint [10]. 
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Arthritis and joint injury may result in significant changes in SF composition 

and joint tissue structure, which can impact the concentration polarization and outflow 

buffering effects of HA in the synovial cavity. Diseased joints have dramatically 

increased SF volume [14, 25, 57] decreased HA concentration [4, 5, 14], and decreased 

HA MW [4, 5, 14]. Activation of matrix-degrading enzymes in inflamed joints [24, 29] 

and the degradation of cartilage characteristic of osteoarthritis may lead to changes in 

the pore characteristics of the joint tissues. Sabaratnam et al. [59] estimated that the 

equivalent pore radius of synovium increased to 192-336 nm after chymopapain 

treatment. These changes may individually and cumulatively contribute to decreased 

fluid and HA retention in the synovial cavity in injury and disease (Figure 2.1). 

The selective filtration of HA through synovium may be modeled as an 

ultrafiltration system, in which an HA solution is perfused through a filter membrane. A 

fraction of the macromolecules are rejected in front of the membrane, creating a 

progressive build-up of an HA concentration polarization layer over time [36]. 

Experimental studies have been reported for pressure-flow relationships, concentration 

distributions, and overall HA retention fractions. Additionally, several studies have 

attempted to develop theoretical relationships characterizing the concentration 

polarization of HA and its effects on pressure [6, 21, 28, 54]. However, a theoretical 

model of the dynamics of HA molecular sieving and concentration polarization has not 

yet been applied to physiological conditions of health and disease. 

Thus, we hypothesized that a theoretical dynamic model of HA convection, 

diffusion, and reflection across a semi-permeable membrane could be used to 

characterize and predict transient and steady-state HA concentration polarization, HA 
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retention, and hydraulic membrane permeability. The objectives of this study were to (1) 

expand and solve a mathematical model to analyze HA concentration polarization, 

including steady-state and transient concentration profiles and pressure drops, (2) to 

assess the validity of the model by comparison with other experimental and theoretical 

studies, and (3) to apply the model to physiological situations in which HA composition 

and retention are altered. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of pathways for SF outflow in the synovial joint. Fluid flow 
typically occurs through (1) the synovium, and is limited through (2) articular cartilage. 
However, degradation of the articular cartilage exposes (3) the underlying subchondral 
bone. 
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2.3 Model 

Convection-Diffusion Model Set-Up  

The one-dimensional model of concentration polarization used in the study 

(Figure 2.2) assumes an initial uniform HA concentration for a distance l0 from the 

membrane, which we assume reflects HA at a fraction σ(t) at distance z = 0. The HA 

solution (of initial uniform concentration c0 and total initial mass m0) is perfused with 

pure solvent at filtration velocity U, at a constant volumetric filtration rate Q over a 

cross-sectional membrane area A over time t, creating a polarized layer of z-dependent 

concentration c of HA with diffusion coefficient D(c). The HA concentration at the 

upstream surface of the membrane (z = 0+) is defined as cmem(t). Variables in the model 

and their units are listed in Table 2.1. This model assumes that there are no cross-

stream concentration gradients. 

The reflection coefficient, σ, is defined as the maximum ability of the membrane 

to reflect a given solute, and is the fraction of HA retained upstream at the membrane 

surface such that when no solute passes through the membrane, σ = 1. The reflection 

coefficient is dependent on filtration rate, HA MW [59], and HA concentration [13, 51]. 

At any thin slice within the concentration layer, 0+ < z < l0, the concentration is 

defined by the equilibrium between convective transport toward the membrane and 

Fick’s diffusion away from the membrane: 
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Initially, the HA is loaded as a layer of length l0 and concentration c0 such that 

the initial condition is: 

  ( ) ( )zfctzc 00, ==   (2) 
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For in vitro experimental ultrafiltration set-ups, where a supply of pure solvent is 

perfused continuously through the HA solution at moderate flow rates, we assume a 

boundary condition in which the concentration of HA will remain zero at a distance far 

upstream of the membrane (z  = L, where L >> l0): 

  ( ) 0, =tLc  (4) 

Also, at the membrane boundary z = 0+, we can apply a boundary condition 

characterizing a mass balance between diffusion away from, convection towards, and 

loss through the membrane: 

  ( ) ( ) ( )tctU
z
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dependent on filtration rate, HA MW [59], and HA concentration [13, 51]. 

However, in enclosed systems such as the synovial cavity, Equation (4) may not 

apply. While the experimental ultrafiltration set-up is essentially open-ended to 

diffusion of HA upstream, the possible HA layer thickness in vivo is limited by the 

dimensions of the joint cavity. In these scenarios, we can instead apply a zero-flux 

boundary condition at −= 0lz , where l0 is then defined as the center of the joint space in 

a symmetry model, and −
0l  is directly next to it: 
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By applying this boundary condition, we specify that diffusive and convective flux 

balance each other at −= 0lz , such that there is no flux across the center of the joint 

space 0lz = . 

Diffusion Coefficient 

The HA diffusion coefficient changes as a function of HA concentration. While 

Brownian motion of HA decreases with concentration due to the formation of an HA 

network structure [67], the concentration inhomogeneity of HA produces a mutual 

diffusion coefficient that increases with concentration. Wik and Comper have proposed 

the following equation [67]: 

  ( ) ( ) -128 scm 10 26.493.3 −×+= ccD   (7) 

In this model, fixed HA diffusion coefficients between 0.1-4 x 10-6 cm2s-1 are assumed 

for each simulation (Table 2.2), rather than using a variable diffusion coefficient across 

the simulation space. This simplification was chosen to avoid oscillations in the 

solutions where the concentration-dependent diffusion coefficient would be too low. 

Reflection Coefficient 

 While measurements have been made for overall retention of HA solutions 

perfused through synovium, the reflection coefficient often varies over time [6]. Barry et 

al. [6] obtained experimental transient HA concentration profiles from integrated laser 

beam deflections, and calculated reflection coefficients from the observed mass in the 
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flow cell at certain time intervals. They concluded that the reflection coefficient of HA 

across the membrane increased with time of perfusion until reaching approximately 

perfect reflection (σ = 1) at 20 h [6], however, it is more useful to understand how the 

reflection coefficient changes with HA concentration. A plot of HA concentration at the 

membrane surface against observed reflection coefficient, at time intervals reported in 

the study, exhibits a linear relationship until a critical HA concentration, above which 

the reflection coefficient is 1 (Figure 2.3A). 

 Exact mathematical relationships describing the effects of HA concentration, 

HA molecular weight, membrane pore size, and solvent flow rate on the reflection 

coefficient are not known. However, using the linear relationship between membrane 

surface concentration and the reflection coefficient observed in Barry et al., estimates 

may be made to develop an approximate reflection coefficient as a function of cmem(t) 

for the model in this study. 

 A theoretical baseline σ0 may be estimated using the relative sizes of the 

membrane pores and the solute. For a pore of radius rp and a solid, spherical solute of 

radius rs, the approximate solute reflection coefficient σ can be related to rs/rp through 

the solute partition coefficient φ , which is the complement of the steric exclusion 

fraction for solute in a narrow pore [2, 13]: 
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The term ps rr−1  describes the radial space available to the solute relative to water. If 

rs ≥ rp, σ = 1. Assuming that the equivalent spherical radius rs of an HA molecule is 

directly proportional to its radius of gyration Rg, we can estimate the reflection 

coefficients σ of various HA solutions through membranes of different pore sizes. Flory 

[18] and Johnson et al. [28] showed that, for a given solvent and polymer, the radius of 

gyration of a polyelectrolyte in solution varies with molecular weight as: 

  6.0~ MRg  (11) 

where M is the molecular weight of the HA. Thus, using the MW and reflection data 

reported by Barry et al., transient reflection coefficients were estimated for each 

simulation case (Figure 2.3B). 

 Reflection coefficients as a function of cmem(t) were approximated using the HA 

MW and membrane pore size in each simulation case (Figure 2.3B). Reflection was 

estimated to increase with cmem at the rate observed by Barry et al., such that the 

expression took the general form for σ < 1: 

  ( ) ( ) 0341.47 σσ += tct mem  (12) 

The variable σ0 was estimated using Equation (10), where rs is relative to the MW and 

effective solute radius calculated for the HA used by Barry et al.: 

  
6.0
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Using this expression, the reflection of HA in the model at time t is dependent on MW, 

membrane pore size, and accumulation of HA at the membrane surface. 

Model Parameters 

 Model predictions were compared to experimental data by using experimental 

parameters from published studies. Gowman and Ethier [21] loaded an initial 5.2 mg of 

HA (nominal weight average Mw = 605,000; number average Mn = 434,000) in 1.3 ml of 

phosphate buffer (ionic strength 28.5 mM) and perfused pure solvent through at a flow 

rate of 0.131 µm s-1 through a 0.015 µm Nuclepore membrane. The flow cell size was 

such that the initial layer length was 1.02 cm and the linear solvent velocity was 0.131 

µm s-1.  

 Additionally, results from the model were compared with previous experimental 

perfusion studies (Appendix A). In these studies, 0.75 mg of HA in 750 µl of phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) were loaded into a flow cell of area 0.503 cm2. HA of both low 

(600-810 kDa) and high (~4 MDa) molecular weight was used. Pure solvent was 

perfused through the solution at 2 µl min-1 until a steady-state pressure was reached. The 

pressure upstream was measured with a Validyne pressure transducer (DP45, Validyne 

Engineering), and the pressure downstream was open at atmospheric pressure. 

 The total surface area of synovium in the human knee joint is approximately 277 

cm2 [15]. Synovium has sieving properties equivalent to cylindrical pores of between 

15-45 nm in radius [35]. Joint tissue pore radius is modeled to be between 150-300 nm 

in disease, to reflect ECM degradation and/or exposure of the subchondral bone plate. 

Transsynovial volumetric flow varies between approximately 10-30 µl min-1 [31]. 

Normal human knee joint cavities contain approximately 1-2 ml of SF [57], while 
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between 20-40 ml of SF are often recovered from arthritic joints [14]. The initial HA 

layer length l0 was approximated as the volume of SF divided by the surface area of 

synovium. Concentrations of HA in SF range from approximately 2-4 mg ml-1 in normal 

joints, and 0.7-1.2 mg ml-1 in arthritic joints [14, 42]. HA in normal SF is typically 

greater than 4 MDa in molecular weight but has also been reported to be 1.9 MDa [4, 5], 

and ranges between 0.3-0.7 MDa in joint injury or osteoarthritis [14].  

 Table 2.2 lists specific parameters used for each simulation. Simulations of 

normal and abnormal joints use the normal and pathologic ranges above, respectively, 

for equivalent pore size and HA molecular weight. 

Solutions 

 Equation (1) was solved numerically using MATLAB 2010b (The MathWorks, 

Natick, MA) to obtain transient and steady-state concentration profiles and pressure 

drops across the layer. Equations (4) and (5) were used as boundary conditions for 

perfusion models (Simulations I and II), and Equations (5) and (6) were used as 

boundary conditions for physiological models (Simulations III and V). Results for 

Simulations III and IV are given for both the low and high ends of the pore size and HA 

MW ranges used. 

 The pressure drop across the layer and membrane, defined as the difference 

between the total pressure upstream of the membrane and that downstream, was 

estimated as the osmotic pressure across the membrane due to HA concentration at the 

membrane surface [21, 28, 54]. Thus, the pressure drop across the membrane was 

estimated as [21, 27]: 
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  ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]2tcbttP memm ⋅=Π=∆  (14) 

where the physicochemical parameter b is estimated based on solution properties of 

each simulation (Table 1.1). 

 Total mass of HA upstream of the membrane over time was calculated by 

numerically integrating the concentration profile curves with respect to distance, and 

overall HA retention was calculated as the final mass upstream divided by the initial 

mass loaded. Results were compared with those from corresponding previous 

experimental and theoretical studies. 
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Figure 2.2: Ultrafiltration model of HA flow and concentration polarization at 
membrane surface, shown at initial time t0 and intermediate time t. Solvent is perfused 
at velocity U through an initially uniform HA solution. HA passes through the 
membrane at fraction σ and diffuses according to D. The concentration gradient causes a 
pressure difference. 
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Variable Units Description 
c(z,t) g/ml Concentration of HA 

c0 g/ml Initial concentration of HA 
cmem(t) g/ml Concentration of HA at upstream membrane 

 t s Time 
z cm Distance upstream from membrane 
l0 cm Initial length of HA layer 
Q ml/s Volumetric flow rate of solvent 
A cm2 Cross-sectional flow area 
U cm/s Linear flow velocity of solvent 
D cm2/s Diffusion coefficient of HA in solution 
rs nm Radius of solute 
rp nm Radius of membrane pore 
ϕ  Partition coefficient of solute for membrane 
σ  Reflection coefficient of solute for membrane 
Rg nm Radius of gyration in solution 
M g/mol Molecular weight 
P Pa Hydrostatic pressure 
µ Pa·s Dynamic viscosity of solvent 
k cm2 Permeability 
Π Pa Osmotic pressure 
a g/cm Physicochemical parameter, permeability 
m  Physicochemical parameter, permeability 
b cm6·Pa/g2 Physicochemical parameter, osmotic pressure 

Table 2.1: List of model parameters and their units. 
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Figure 2.3: (A) Plot of concentration at membrane surface against measured reflection 
coefficient. Data is from Barry et al. [6]. (B) Estimated reflection coefficients as a 
function of membrane surface concentration for different simulation cases, using low 
and high ends of ranges of parameters. G&E: 434 kDa HA, 15 nm rp. Perfusion study: 4 
MDa HA, 50 nm rp. Normal, low: 1.9 MDa HA, 45 nm rp. Normal, high: 4 MDa, 15 
nm. Disease, low: 0.3 MDa HA, 150 nm rp. Disease, high: 0.7 MDa, 50 nm. 

A 

B 
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Exp. 
No. 

Initial 
HA 
[mg] 

c0 
[mg/ml] 

l0 [cm] Q [ml/s] 
A 

[cm2] 
U [cm/s] 

D [10-6 
cm2/s] 

Source of 
Parameters 

I 5.2 4.0 1.02 1.67 x 
10-5 

1.27 1.31 x 
10-5 

2.0 Gowman & 
Ethier 

II 0.75 1.5 0.994 3.33 x 
10-5 

0.503 6.63 x 
10-5 

2.1 Previous 
exp. 

III 4.0 4.0 0.00361 1.78 x  
10-4 

277 6.44 x 
10-7 

1.0 Physiol. 
(Normal) 

IV 30 1.0 0.108 1.78 x  
10-4 

277 6.44 x 
10-7 

0.1 Physiol. 
(Disease) 

Table 2.2: Parameters used in model simulations. 
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2.4 Results 

Theoretical Transient Profiles and Comparison to Experimental Data 

 Transient concentration profiles for all simulations largely followed similar 

shapes and trends. HA concentration at the membrane surface and pressure increased 

with time, usually to slowly plateau to steady-state values. 

 The approximate reflection coefficients of HA across the membrane were 

calculated as a function of membrane HA concentration (Figure 2.3), and thus changed 

with time. The general form of the transient reflection coefficient corresponds to an 

initial loss of HA through the pores of the membrane followed by pore clogging and 

formation of a mesh of HA at the membrane surface, which further restricts passage of 

HA through the membrane. Thus, reflection coefficient increased linearly as total mass 

of HA upstream decreased with time; upon reaching a reflection coefficient of 1, the 

total retained mass also remained constant. 

 The data corresponding to experimental conditions used by Gowman and Ethier 

[21] show relatively rapid changes in concentrations and the pressure drop for the first 

20 hours, followed by a slower leveling off to steady-state values between 20-40 hours 

(Figure 2.4). The local maxima observed in the concentration gradient prediction 

(Figure 2.4B) corresponds to the inflection points seen in the concentration data. Plots 

of transient cmem (Figure 2.5A) and ∆P (Figure 2.5B) show a smooth increases in 

membrane surface HA concentration and pressure drop with time, with slight bends in 

the curves at approximately 14 hours. Correspondingly, at this time, complete reflection 

was obtained and the reflection coefficient remained at σ = 1 for the remainder of the 
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simulation (Figure 2.5C). Predicted transient concentration distributions (Figure 2.6A) 

and pressure (Figure 2.6B) were superimposed with those experimentally measured by 

Gowman and Ethier.  

 Transient data corresponding to conditions from experiments in Appendix A 

exhibit substantial changes in concentration in the first 4 hours of simulation, followed 

by a leveling off to steady-state values between 4-5 hours (Figure 2.8A). At 

approximately 1.4 hours, the reflection coefficient reached a value of 1, corresponding 

to inflection points in the membrane concentration, pressure, and retained mass curves 

(Figure 2.9). Concentrations near the membrane and pressure drop across the 

membrane increased at a greater rate following the transition to complete reflection. cm 

increased at a rate of ~3 mg/ml per hour during the first hour of simulation, and ~11 

mg/ml per hour from 1.5-3 hours. Similarly, predicted ΔP increased less than 2 kPa 

during the first hour, and more than 35 kPa during the next three hours, which was 

similar in overall time course shape but not value when compared with the pressure 

drop measured in Appendix A (Figure 2.10). 

Theoretical Steady-State Profiles and Comparison to Experimental Data 

 The final steady-state membrane surface concentration cmem, total pressure drop 

ΔP, time until steady-state, and overall HA retention R for Simulations I and II are 

shown in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.11, respectively. 

 Simulations with parameters from experiments by Gowman and Ethier [21] 

(flow rate of 1.31 x 10-5 cm/s, diffusion coefficient of 2 x 10-6 cm2/s, base reflection 

coefficient of 0.336, and initial HA mass of 5.2 mg) reached steady-state concentrations 

and pressure drops in approximately 40 hours, although concentration profiles appeared 
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nearly indistinguishable by 25 hours (Figure 2.4A). At steady state, the concentration of 

HA at the upstream membrane surface was approximately 17.9 mg/ml, with the polymer 

concentration decreasing exponentially with distance upstream from the membrane until 

a distance of ~1 cm (Figures 2.4A, 2.5A). The steady-state pressure drop across the 

membrane due to osmotic pressure was approximately 11.3 kPa, or 1.64 PSI, a 5.4-fold 

underestimate compared to that measured in the Gowman and Ethier study (Figure 

2.5B). After ~15 hours, the total mass of HA remaining upstream of the membrane 

reached a steady value of 3.6 mg, or 69% of the original mass loaded (Figure 2.5C). 

Predicted steady-state values were compared with those experimentally measured by 

Gowman and Ethier (Figure 2.7). Excellent agreement in steady-state membrane 

concentration, time to steady-state, and overall reflection coefficient were found. 

 Simulations of high MW HA flow through a 50 nm pore radius membrane at a 

flow rate of 6.62 x 10-5 cm/s, diffusion coefficient of 2.1 x 10-6 cm2/s, base reflection 

coefficient of 0.41, and initial mass of 0.75 mg reached steady-state concentrations, 

concentration gradients, and pressure drops in approximately 5 hours (Figures 2.8, 2.9). 

At steady-state, cmem was 34.8 mg/ml, a 23-fold increase from the initial membrane 

surface concentration. The steady-state pressure drop across the membrane was 40.5 

kPa, or 5.87 PSI. After ~1.5 hours, the total mass of HA remaining upstream of the 

membrane reached a steady value of 5.8 mg, or 78% of the original mass loaded (Figure 

2.9C). Comparisons between predicted and measured steady-state values (Figure 2.11) 

show that time until steady state and overall HA retention were reasonably consistent, 

however, the predicted pressure drop was an order of magnitude lower than that 

measured experimentally. 
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 From the simulations and other validation simulations (not shown), it was 

verified that steady-state HA layer properties varied with initial mass of HA, solvent 

flow rate, HA diffusion coefficient, and reflection coefficient of HA through the 

membrane. Where steady-state was reached, increases in the mass of HA initially loaded 

or in solvent linear flow velocity U both resulted in a higher concentration of HA at the 

membrane surface and greater pressure drop across the layer at steady-state. Increases in 

reflection coefficients of HA, from either larger HA radius or smaller pore size, resulted 

in greater overall retention of HA upstream, larger concentrations of HA at the 

membrane surface, and greater pressure drops across the layer. 
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Figure 2.4: Theoretical (A) HA concentration profile and (B) concentration gradient for 
HA over time, for an initial mass of 5.2 mg HA, flow rate of 0.131 µm/s, and variable 
reflection coefficient. Simulation parameters correspond to those used in experiments by 
Gowman & Ethier. 
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Figure 2.5: Simulated (A) transient membrane surface HA concentration, (B) total 
pressure drop, and (C) total mass of HA upstream. Simulation parameters correspond to 
those used in experiments by Gowman & Ethier. 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of (A) transient concentration distributions and (B) pressures 
predicted by the model and measured experimentally by Gowman and Ethier, n=1. 
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of predicted and reported experimental steady state (A) HA 
concentration at upstream membrane surface, (B) pressure drop across membrane, (C) 
time until steady-state, and (D) overall reflection coefficient. Parameters correspond to 
those used by Gowman and Ethier, n=2. 
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Figure 2.8: Theoretical (A) HA concentration profile and (B) concentration gradient for 
HA over time, for an initial mass of 0.75 mg HA, flow rate of 0.662 µm/s, and variable 
reflection coefficient. Simulation parameters correspond to those used in experiments in 
Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.9: Simulated (A) transient membrane surface HA concentration, (B) total 
pressure drop, and (C) total mass of HA upstream. Simulation parameters correspond to 
those used in experiments in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of pressure drop over time predicted by the model and 
measured experimentally (n=3) in Appendix A. Pressure drop was estimated in the 
model as the osmotic pressure across the membrane due to cmem. 
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Figure 2.11. Comparison of predicted and experimental steady state (A) pressure drop 
across membrane, (B) time until steady-state, and (C) overall reflection coefficient. 
Parameters correspond to those used in Appendix A, n=3. 
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Theoretical Simulations of the Normal Knee Joint 

 A range of molecular weights for normal human SF HA, from 1.9-4 MDa [14] 

was used to estimate the transient reflection coefficient. For the high end of the range of 

estimates (2.7-4 MDa HA, 15 nm pore size), flow in normal human knee joints was 

predicted to result in a small steady-state build-up of HA at the upstream membrane 

surface with perfect retention of HA in the joint space (Figure 2.12A). At steady-state, 

the HA concentration at the upstream membrane surface increased to 4.003 mg/ml and 

the pressure across the membrane was ~4.14 mmHg (0.552 kPa) (Figure 2.14). Steady-

state was obtained between 6-11 seconds, such that no difference could be detected in 

the concentration and concentration gradient date (Figure 2.12A, 2.13A), and all HA 

was retained upstream of the membrane. For the low estimates (1.9 MDa HA, 45 nm 

pore size), an initial build-up of HA at the membrane surface occurred in the first few 

seconds (Figure 2.12B), followed by a decrease in HA concentration as the molecules 

passed through the membrane (Figure 2.14). The local maximums in the concentration 

gradient predictions (Figure 2.13) at 0.1 s and 0.5 s correspond to the inflection points 

observed in the concentration data (Figure 2.12). 

Theoretical Simulations of the Pathologic Knee Joint 

 Simulations of physiological human knee joints in disease, such as osteoarthritis, 

and acute injury showed a negligible initial build-up of HA at the membrane surface, 

followed by a steady decrease in concentration as the HA was carried through the 

membrane (Figure 2.15, 2.16). HA in OA, RA, and joint injury is of lower molecular 

weight, ranging between 0.3-0.7 MDa [14], and effective membrane pore sizes are 

greater due to tissue degradation, assumed to be approximately 50-150 nm in radius. 
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The estimated transient reflection coefficient was low at both ends of this range (Figure 

2.3B), leading to an overall 67% loss of HA from the joint space within 13 hours, as 

shown in Figure 2.17. Unlike simulations of the normal knee joint, concentrations 

decreased to zero over time. Concentration at the upstream membrane surface rose to up 

to 1.02 mg/ml over the first 2 hours of simulation time, and then dropped to less than 

0.04 mg/ml by 50 hours. Likewise, intra-articular pressure due to osmotic pressure 

across the membrane reached a maximum of 43 Pa (0.32 mmHg) before decreasing to 

zero. 
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Figure 2.12: Theoretical HA concentration profile over time, for an initial mass of 4 mg 
HA, flow rate of 0.00644 µm/s, and variable reflection coefficient. Simulation 
parameters correspond to the (A) high and (B) low ends of the range of values reported 
for a normal human knee joint. Low: 1.9 MDa HA, 45 nm rp. High: 4 MDa, 15 nm. 
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Figure 2.13: Theoretical concentration gradient of HA over time, for an initial mass of 
4 mg HA, flow rate of 0.00644 µm/s, and variable reflection coefficient. Simulation 
parameters correspond to the (A) high and (B) low ends of the range of values reported 
for a normal human knee joint. Low: 1.9 MDa HA, 45 nm rp. High: 4 MDa, 15 nm. 
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Figure 2.14: Theoretical transient HA cmem, pressure drop, and mass upstream, for an 
initial mass of 4 mg HA, flow rate of 0.00644 µm/s, and variable reflection coefficient. 
Simulation parameters correspond to the high and low values reported for a normal 
human knee joint. Low: 1.9 MDa HA, 45 nm rp. High: 4 MDa, 15 nm. 
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Figure 2.15: Theoretical HA concentration profile over time, for an initial mass of 30 
mg HA, flow rate of 0.0208 µm/s, and variable reflection coefficient. Simulation 
parameters correspond to the (A) low, and (B) high, values reported for a diseased 
human knee joint. Low: 0.3 MDa HA, 150 nm rp. High: 0.7 MDa, 50 nm. 

A 
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Figure 2.16: Theoretical concentration gradient for HA over time, for an initial mass of 
30 mg HA, flow rate of 0.0208 µm/s, and variable reflection coefficient. Simulation 
parameters correspond to the (A) low, and (B) high, values reported for a diseased 
human knee joint. Low: 0.3 MDa HA, 150 nm rp. High: 0.7 MDa, 50 nm. 
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Figure 2.17: Theoretical (A) transient HA cmem, (B) pressure drop, and (C) mass 
upstream, for an initial mass of 30 mg HA, flow rate of 0.0208 µm/s, and variable 
reflection coefficient. Simulation parameters correspond to those reported for a diseased 
human knee joint. Low: 0.3 MDa HA, 150 nm rp. High: 0.7 MDa, 50 nm. 

low end high end 
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2.5 Discussion 

Steady-state and transient HA concentration distributions and total pressure 

drops across concentration polarization layers were investigated theoretically and 

experimentally using various parameters. An approximate expression for a variable 

reflection coefficient as a function of membrane surface concentration (Figure 2.3B) 

was applied to a numerical convection-diffusion model for flow through an HA 

solution. Effects of initial HA content, solvent flow rate, and reflection coefficient were 

assessed using the model and compared to previous theoretical and experimental studies 

(Figures 2.4-2.11). SF and joint parameters were then used to predict HA concentration 

profiles and retention in health and disease (Figures 2.12-2.17). 

Limitations of the Model 

Several assumptions and simplifications made in this model may affect 

predictions relative to experimental data and physiological conditions. Convection was 

modeled as uni-directional flow, rather than as flow in a capsule. Metabolic factors such 

as HA secretion and degradation were not accounted for in the present model, such that 

the total cumulative mass of HA both upstream and downstream of the membrane 

remained constant at the mass initially loaded. These factors are expected to affect HA 

convection and concentration in the in vivo joint, although they are less applicable in 

simulations of ultrafiltration studies through a semi-permeable membrane. 

 The value of the reflection coefficient over time was modified from 

experimental retention measurements from Barry et al. [6] with alterations  for 

differences in HA molecular weight and membrane pore size, and are therefore not 
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exact. The reflection coefficient of HA through the membrane at any point in time is 

influenced by multiple factors, including the original pore size of the membrane, the 

effective radius of the solute, molecule-molecule interactions, and interactions between 

HA and the membrane such as pore fouling or adhesion. These effects were taken into 

account on a general macroscopic level using experimental reflection coefficient 

measurements made by Barry et al. [6]. It was assumed that the base reflection 

coefficient, that is, the reflection coefficient for HA in a dilute (un-entangled) solution, 

was dependent solely on the size of the HA molecule and the membrane pore size. 

Using values from Barry et al., the base reflection coefficient was modified for the 

different simulations, with greater reflection coefficients for HA of higher MW and for 

membranes of smaller pore size. It was also assumed that the reflection coefficient 

would increase similarly with membrane surface concentration cmem for all cases, such 

that the relationship between σ and cmem found in Barry et al.’s study could be applied to 

the other cases as well. This estimation suggests that perfect reflection (σ = 1) is 

obtained at lower membrane HA concentrations for larger HA and membranes with 

smaller pore sizes, which is a reasonable assumption. Furthermore, total retained 

fractions at steady-state for the simulations correspond reasonably well to previously 

reported experimental values for loss of HA during filtration (Figures 2.7D, 2.11C). 

Thus, although values for the reflection coefficient may not be exact, the approximation 

used in this model are good indicators of trends in HA loss through the membrane over 

time. For improved characterization, however, the relationship between the increase in 

transient reflection coefficient with HA concentration, could be modeled as a function 
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of HA properties, membrane characteristics, and filtration rate, rather than generalizing 

the relationship observed in Barry et al. to all simulations. 

 The diffusion coefficient of HA was estimated as a constant bulk value, rather 

than as a function of HA concentration. Differences between predictions and 

experimental results may have occurred due to imperfect simulation of the diffusion 

coefficient of HA in solution, which varies with concentration [6, 67] and has not been 

reported for HA solutions greater than 20 mg/ml in concentration [6]. In this model, the 

diffusion coefficient was simplified to a constant value to prevent oscillations in the 

solutions at low diffusion coefficients. The values used for each case were adjusted to 

correspond to intermediate-high concentrations within the range of concentrations 

present in the HA layer to better reflect diffusion effects, especially near the membrane. 

They are therefore slight underestimates of diffusion near the surface of the membrane 

and overestimates of diffusion further from the membrane. Thus, with a concentration-

dependent diffusion coefficient, we may expect there to be greater back-diffusion near 

the membrane and less back-diffusion near the lagging edge of the HA layer, leading to 

a lower cmem as well as a smaller final polymer layer length lf than those obtained using 

the present model. Because diffusion is a slower process than convection in this process, 

it is important for future expansion of the project to improve the accuracy of the model 

by considering the concentration dependence of HA diffusivity. 

 There are a number of other factors that may affect fluid and HA retention 

during physiological scenarios. For example, flexion of the synovial joint may alter the 

synovium during that time period, leading to temporary changes in membrane pore size 

or thickness. Furthermore, these changes may be unevenly distributed across the 
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synovium, which might affect the effective flow area. For example, stretching of one 

region of the synovium may lead to a greater pore size in that region, while 

simultaneous compression of a different region may lead to decreased pore size. 

Mechanical stimuli of the synovial joint structures, such as the stretching of synovium, 

can also alter secretion of HA by synoviocytes [47], thus making the mass of HA 

available variable with time. 

 Finally, although the model assumes that the total pressure drop can be estimated 

using the osmotic pressure due to the concentration of HA at the membrane surface, it is 

likely that pore occlusion also contributes significantly to an increase in flow resistance 

and the measured pressure drop across the membrane, and may be an important source 

of error in this study’s pressure drop estimations. Although we may assume that 

membrane pores are clear at the start of filtration, during filtration, some pores may 

become irreversibly occluded. As the membrane collects solute particles with increased 

filtration, the effective pore radius rp decreases and the number of pores decreases. 

These effects both cause an increase in the pressure drop across the membrane. 

Expansion of the model to include the pressure drop due to pore clogging requires use 

of Darcy’s Law, as well as an estimate of the proportion of clogged pores through a 

stochastic analysis[33]. 

Comparison of Theoretical Model to Experimental Data 

 Comparison of results with experimental data from Gowman and Ethier [21] 

shows general agreement between the experimental measurements and theoretical 

predictions of mass changes in the concentration polarization process (Figures 2.6, 2.7). 

Theoretical and experimental transient concentration distributions (Figure 2.6) are 
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similar at all time points. Differences near the lagging edge of the profile are likely due 

to the fixed diffusion coefficient in the model, which overestimates back-diffusion at 

further distances from the membrane. HA concentration at the upstream membrane 

surface reached a steady-state value of ~18 mg/ml by 40 hours; measurements obtained 

experimentally by Gowman and Ethier for the same initial set-up also show a steady-

state HA membrane surface concentration of ~18 mg/ml, and the authors established 

that steady-state was reached by 40 hours. 

 Gowman and Ethier also integrated their experimental concentration profiles 

with respect to position to obtain the total mass of HA in the flow cell, and concluded 

that between 18-29% off the initial mass was lost during the experiment, mostly during 

the first 10-20 hours. The model in this study predicted a 31% loss of initial HA mass in 

the first 15 hours, with no additional loss thereafter. Differences may be due to polymer-

polymer or polymer-membrane interactions or the inhomogeneity of experimental HA 

solutions (e.g. molecular weight distributions), however, the value and timeframe of the 

overall polymer retention predicted by the model are in general agreement with the 

reported data. 

 Gowman and Ethier measured a steady-state pressure drop of between 450-470 

mmHg, compared to the predicted value of 84.8 mmHg. This 5.4-fold underestimate 

may be due to the specific physicochemical parameters used to estimate the osmotic 

pressure across the membrane, which vary with solvent type, ionic strength, pH, 

temperature, impurities, and polymer MW distribution. Furthermore, pore occlusion by 

HA was likely to occur, and thus may contribute to experimental resistances. To obtain 

a predicted pressure drop similar to that measured, an HA membrane surface 
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concentration of 40.4 mg/ml would be required, or else a value of 1.70 x 109 for the 

physicochemical parameter b used in Equation (14), compared to the value of b = 3.34 x 

108 that was used in the model. The required physicochemical parameters are reasonably 

close to those reported in Table 1.1 and used in the study, and are thus a possible source 

of error contributing to the difference between predicted and measured pressure drop. 

 HA concentration distribution results were generally consistent with those 

observed in a previous HA solution perfusion study (Appendix A, Figure 2.11). 

Pressure measurements obtained experimentally ranged between 45-60 PSI (310-414 

kPa), which are greater than the predicted 40.5 kPa osmotic pressure drop across the 

membrane. Similar issues with physicochemical parameters and membrane occlusion 

are likely to be applicable here as well. Perfusion experiments in Appendix A appeared 

to approach steady-state pressures by 4 hours, and the model predicted that the time to 

steady state was 4.7 hours. Finally, the model predicted overall retention of 78% of the 

initial HA, which corresponds relatively well with the experimental samples assayed 

upstream and downstream from the membrane, which showed overall HA retention of 

approximately 70 ± 12% (Appendix A). Differences may be due to the preparation of 

the HA solutions used in the perfusion study, and the degradation of the high MW HA 

over time. Gowman and Ethier have also suggested that commercially-available 

membrane filters have an inconsistent distribution of pore sizes [21]; the track-etched 

membranes used in the corresponding experiments in Appendix A are reported by the 

manufacturer to have a typical intra-lot variation in pore size between 2-3%. 

Applications to the Physiologic and Pathologic Joint 
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 Application of physiological parameters for human knee joints, in both health 

and disease, to the model reveals important differences in the transport of HA and fluid 

from the joint capsule. Disregarding metabolic processes and normal enzymatic 

degradation of molecules, much of the HA present in the joint capsule remains 

contained within the synovial membrane in a normal joint. Within a normal distribution 

of HA in SF, it is assumed that the higher MW HA (4 MDa), corresponding to the high 

end of predictions, will have a larger contribution to resistance and the state of the joint. 

The high MW of HA in normal SF, along with the pore properties of healthy synovial 

joint tissues (i.e. synovium, articular cartilage), leads to selective molecular sieving of 

HA by the synovial membrane, which retains HA while allowing fluid to pass through. 

Steady-state is obtained rapidly, within the first 11 seconds, such that transsynovial 

permeability is relatively constant with time, even in sustained flow. The predicted 

pressure drop of 4.14 mmHg is similar in magnitude to intra-articular pressure 

measurements reported in literature. McDonald and Levick [45] found that pressures of 

13.2-14.7 mmHg corresponded to flow of ~25 µl/min of 6 mg/ml HA in rabbits, and 

Nade and Newbold [50] measured intra-articular pressures of between 7-42 mmHg in 

dog knees, depending on the position of the knee. Predictions of osmotic pressure were 

again made using the second-order power law equation and estimated physicochemical 

parameters, and were thus again subject to differences based on specifics of the solution. 

 In contrast, results simulating the joint in disease or injury are markedly different 

in their transient behaviors, and reach steady-state only by the depletion of HA from the 

joint space. As observed in simulations of the normal joint, those of the arthritic or 

injured joint show a slight increase in HA concentration at the membrane surface 
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concentration initially, however, concentrations at the membrane and across the entire 

upstream length drop dramatically with sustained flow. This suggests that during 

transient motion of the joint, some degree of transsynovial molecular sieving does 

occur, leading to a small amount of outflow resistance. However, after the first 2 hours 

of sustained flexion, hydraulic resistance decreases as all remaining HA is lost through 

the membrane. While a large proportion of HA is continuously retained in the ideal 

normal joint modeled, the majority is lost from the arthritic model by 10 hours and must 

be replenished. Overall, although SF in osteoarthritis and injury often contains more HA 

by mass, its larger fluid volume and lower HA MW, in conjunction with greater pore 

sizes in joint tissues, lead to a decreased ability to form an HA concentration polarized 

layer against the inner membrane surface and subsequent increases in HA and fluid 

permeability. 

Conclusions 

 From the results, we may come to several conclusions regarding the 

concentration polarization of HA, its effects on transsynovial flow in the synovial joint, 

and how this process may be altered in injury and disease. The concentration 

polarization of HA, which occurs as a result of selective retention of HA in the joint 

space, decreases hydraulic conductance and maintains SF composition in the synovial 

joint. The formation of a concentrated polymer network at the inner membrane surface 

may also decrease the efflux of additional HA or other SF proteins (albumin, regulatory 

cytokines, etc.) from the joint. Compromising of this mechanism due to cleavage of HA 

chains, dilution of SF, or degradation of joint tissues, as observed in OA and joint 
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injury, may lead to fluid depressurization and loss of important SF molecules, causing 

further damage to the synovial joint.  

 Using the mathematical model in this study, we have been able to examine the 

process of concentration polarization of HA. The poor agreement between theoretical 

and experimental pressure may be able to be resolved with expansion of the model to 

consider the additional resistance contributed by pore occlusion during filtration. 

Further refinement of the model could include addressing the concentration dependence 

of HA diffusivity, improvement of the accuracy of transient HA reflection modeling, 

and the use and validation of more applicable physicochemical data. However, the 

overall agreement in concentration distributions and other transient and steady-state 

values, such as the time to reach steady state and the total HA retention, suggests that 

with additional work on its robustness, this model may be useful in examining effects of 

changes in HA solution composition, membrane characteristics, and other parameters on 

the filtration of HA. With expansion and validation of the preliminary model, it may 

serve as a basic framework for predicting macromolecular flow and concentration 

polarization for in vitro and in vivo convective-diffusive studies. If with the expanded 

model, similar differences in permeability are found between simulations using normal 

and diseased synovial joint parameters as those findings in this study, the results may 

have implications for the study of the progression and treatment of joint injury and 

disease. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONCLUSIONS 

3.1 Summary of Findings 

The objectives of this work were to (1) expand and solve a mathematical model 

to analyze HA concentration polarization, including steady-state and transient 

concentration profiles and pressure drops, (2) to assess the validity of the model by 

comparison with other experimental and theoretical studies, and (3) to apply the model 

to physiological situations in which HA composition and retention are altered. The 

results from this study provide an additional understanding of HA concentration 

polarization, its effects on transsynovial flow in the synovial joint, and how this process 

may be altered with changes in HA concentration and reflection.  

In Chapter 2, a mathematical ultrafiltration model was solved numerically to 

evaluate the dynamics and steady-state properties of HA molecular sieving and 

concentration polarization in health and disease. Validation using experimentally 

reported parameters showed general agreement in transient and steady-state 

concentration distributions and retention of HA, although estimations of the pressure 

drop across the membrane and layer were underestimated in the model. In this model, 

HA retention, joint space HA concentration distribution, steady-state time scales, and 

dynamic hydraulic permeability were predicted to be altered with decreased initial HA 

concentration and molecular weight. 

64 
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3.2 Directions for Future Work 

The current work can be expanded in the future in a number of ways, including 

an extension of the mathematical model to include additional parameters and processes 

in the synovial joint, and further in vitro testing of HA and SF filtration through semi-

permeable membranes or tissue. 

Although the model in this study is a reasonable preliminary characterization of 

dynamic HA concentration polarization and retention during filtration, important next 

steps involve expansion of the model to consider resistance contributions from pore 

occlusion, the concentration dependence of HA diffusivity, and improvement of the 

transient reflection coefficient estimation. The model could also be extended by 

incorporating additional factors affecting HA composition and filtration in the synovial 

joint. Specifically, processes such as HA metabolism and mechanical stretching or 

compression of the synovium may alter the total concentration of HA present in the joint 

space and the effective membrane pore size, which could be represented as time-

dependent variables. It may also be interesting to include other SF molecules, such as 

albumin or PRG4, in the model. Their large concentration in SF and potential 

interaction with HA, respectively, may alter HA polarization during filtration. The 

addition of these factors to the current model would further contribute to an 

understanding of HA concentration polarization and retention and its effects on 

permeability in the in vivo synovial joint. 

Additional perfusion studies may be conducted in vitro to reflect simulations of 

normal and diseased synovial joint transport. These studies may be carried out first with 

HA solutions of varying MW, solute mass, and solution volume, and then with SF, 
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through semi-permeable membranes and tissue of varying pore size. Measurement of 

HA concentration at different distances from the membrane and at different times, 

perhaps by real-time fluorescence imaging with tagged HA or by continuous sampling 

of perfusate, would help to validate the predictions of dynamic HA concentration 

polarization in Chapter 2. Experimental measurements of concentration distributions, 

particularly at and near the membrane, and pressure drops across the membrane would 

also be useful in better estimating physicochemical parameters for specific HA solutions 

used in experiments. These parameters could then be used in the theoretical model to 

better predict pressure drops across the membrane under different flow and membrane 

situations.   
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APPENDIX A 

EXPERIMENTAL PERFUSION STUDIES  

OF HYALURONAN SOLUTIONS 

A.1 Introduction 

Secretion of molecules such as hyaluronan (HA) and proteoglycan 4 (PRG4) is 

important in the function of synovial fluid (SF) as a biological lubricant, and is 

regulated by a number of cytokines, including TGF-β1 and IL-1β. Selective filtration of 

these regulatory cytokines within SF may thus contribute to tissue and SF changes in 

disease. In normal joints, tissues such as synovium (15-45 nm equivalent pore radius) 

and articular cartilage provide outflow resistance. Flow through osteochondral tissue is 

normally limited by the compaction of the cartilage solid matrix; however, cartilage 

erosion in late-stage osteoarthritis (OA) leads to the exposure of the subchondral bone 

plate, providing an alternate pathway for filtration from the joint. HA has also been 

shown to buffer the outflow of fluid under increased pressure by exerting osmotic 

pressure via a concentration polarized layer at the surfaces of the joint capsule (Figure 

A.1) in a molecular weight (MW)-dependent manner.1-3 Plasma proteins, namely 

albumin, can also affect flow resistance in the presence of HA.4 Changes in HA 

composition that occur in OA, where HA concentration and MW are decreased, are 

likely to alter the formation of this layer. We hypothesized that the molecular weight of 

hyaluronic acid (HA) present in SF alters the filtration of low molecular weight 
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cytokines from the joint cavity. The objectives of this study were to determine (1) the 

effect of HA molecular weight on hydraulic conductance, (2) the size selectivity of 

reflection of HA, and (3) the extent of selective filtration of TGF- β1 and IL-1β, for HA 

solutions of low and high molecular weights. 

 
A.2 Materials and Methods 

Perfusion Testing 

  Solutions of HA (1 mg/ml), bovine serum albumin (15 mg/ml, MW ~70 kDa), 

TGF- β1 (13.2 ng/ml, MW 44 kDa), and IL-1β (13.2 ng/ml, MW 30 kDa) in phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS) with proteinase inhibitors (PIs) were filtered across a semi-

permeable membrane (Whatman, 100 nm pore size) at a constant rate (1.5-5 ul/mn). HA 

was either of low molecular weight (600-800 kDa) or high molecular weight (Healon, 

~4 MDa). The steady-state pressure drop across the sample was measured using a low-

range pressure transducer (ΔP = 0-345 kPa). Darcy’s law was used to estimate the 

hydraulic conductance, c, of the combined membrane and concentration polarization 

layer. 

Measurement of Reflection 

 Membranes and porous frits were sonicated for 10 minutes in PBS+PIs to collect 

any embedded HA and cytokines. Samples upstream, downstream, and from the 

membrane and frit were assayed for upstream and downstream cytokine composition by 

ELISA, albumin composition using the Pierce BCA assay, and HA concentration by 

ELISA. Size selectivity of HA reflection was assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis 

followed by band intensity analysis. 
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Statistics 

Data are expressed as mean ± SD, where n=# of samples. Effects of HA 

molecular weight on hydraulic conductance and individual cytokine reflected fractions 

were assessed by ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc tests. 

 
A.3 Results 

Hydraulic Conductance 

 Hydraulic conductance was decreased with solutions of HA, albumin, and 

cytokines TGF- β1 and IL-1β (p<0.05, Figure A.2). Higher molecular weight HA 

produced a 2.6-fold larger decrease than lower molecular weight HA in conductance 

(P=0.45), when compared with solutions of albumin alone. 

Reflected Fractions 

The reflection of HA was correlated with its molecular weight. Agarose gel 

electrophoresis of the initial, upstream, and downstream solutions for HA of low and 

high molecular weight showed a polydispersity of the low MW HA between 

approximately 150-600 kDa, and a MW of the Healon solution of approximately 4 MDa 

(Figure A.3). The retained fraction of HA upstream was 1.5-fold greater for high MW 

HA samples (Figure A.4). The reflection coefficient R increased from 46.6 to 70.2 

when the molecular weight of HA in the perfusate solution was increased. 

The reflection coefficient for BSA was 1.9-fold larger for the low MW HA 

perfusate solutions (Figure A.5). The protein assay was run after only one high MW 

HA solution had been tested, thus, there is only one data point for the high MW HA 

group. 

Reflected percentages of TGF-β1 were approximately equal for both types of 

HA solutions (Figure A.6), at 52.3 for the low MW and 50.7 for the high MW. The 
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reflection coefficient for IL-1β was 2-fold larger for the high MW HA solution than the 

low MW solution (Figure A.7). The reflection coefficient increased from 42.8 to 87.3 

with the substitution of high MW HA for low MW HA. The two other data points for 

the high MW HA group were omitted due to differences in the mass and aliquot of IL-

1β added to the perfusate solution. This left only one data point for the high MW HA 

group. 

 
A.4 Discussion 

These results demonstrate the effects of hyaluronan on hydraulic conductance in 

the synovial joint. The concentration polarization of HA decreases hydraulic 

conductance, potentially altering the efflux of important regulatory cytokines from the 

synovial joint. Compromising of this mechanism due to cleavage of HA, such as in OA, 

could lead to increased fluid depressurization and selective nutrient loss, causing further 

cartilage damage and progression of the disease. 

These preliminary studies give an idea of the effects of HA molecular weight on 

the filtration of molecules of various sizes through structures with pore sizes on the 

order of 100 nm, such as calcified cartilage. The use of a low MW HA of greater MW 

purity (i.e. less polydispersity) could reduce variability, and allow differences in 

conductance for low and high MW HA solutions to reach statistically significant levels. 

Digestion of samples with Proteinase K prior to gel electrophoresis would eliminate the 

large pink bands seen in the downstream sample lanes, and allow for a more accurate 

assessment of the migration of the HA bands. More accurate estimation of HA 

concentration in each sample prior to electrophoresis would allow for more accurate 

dilutions, and subsequent comparison of band intensity across lanes. 
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The results show a strong trend of greater HA retention upstream with increasing 

MW. Although the upstream lane for the high MW solution seems to be polydisperse, it 

is likely that the sonication of the membrane and frit cleaved the HA present in those 

samples, creating HA of lower MW. Variability between samples within groups may be 

reduced with better mixing of diluted samples, and the use of purer HA in samples. 

Total mass of HA present in solution may also be an important factor in the 

formation of a concentration polarized layer under increased pressure, and further 

exploration in this area could prove to be useful in this study.  

The protein assay used samples from earlier perfusion tests, when different 

volumes of perfusate solution were used in different tests. The high MW sample 

assayed contained an almost 3-fold smaller volume of perfusate than those used in later 

tests. Because the formation of the HA filtercake may depend on not only MW but also 

mass of HA present, it is possible that this smaller volume did not allow proper 

formation of the concentration polarized layer. This would lead to greater filtration of 

albumin through the membrane, and the lower reflection coefficient observed. 

Absorbance values for TGF-β1 samples were below the lowest detectable 

concentration for the assay, and the standard curve had to be extrapolated to estimate the 

concentrations present in each sample. The same occurred for the low MW group for the 

IL-1β assay. Improper activation of the TGF-β1 samples may have led to lower 

absorbance values. ELISA results for IL-1β suggest increased retention upstream with 

increased HA MW, although there is only one data point for the high MW group. It is 

possible that the cytokines used, from prior aliquots, had degraded in solution, leading 

to lower measured absorbances. Retesting with fresh cytokine solutions may provide 

more accurate ELISA results. 

Overall, the results show that, with further refinement of methods and use of 

sample molecules of greater purity, decreased molecular weight of HA may be shown to 
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increase fluid and nutrient loss through a semi-permeable structure of relatively large 

pore size. 
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Figure A.1. Schematic of formation of a concentration polarized layer of HA under 
increased intraarticular pressure through (1) the synovium, (2) articular cartilage, and 
(3) the subchondral bone plate. 
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Figure A.2. Effects of molecular weight of HA on hydraulic conductance, (n=3, except 
n=1 for BSA only). Conductance data are displayed on a log-10 scale. 
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Figure A.3. Molecular weight distribution of HA molecules upstream and downstream 
after perfusion of low and high molecular weight solutions. 
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Figure A.4. Effect of HA molecular weight on reflected percentage of HA upstream, n=3. 
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Figure A.5. Effect of HA molecular weight on reflected percentage of BSA upstream 
(n=3 for low MW, n=1 for high MW). 
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Figure A.6. Effect of HA molecular weight on reflected percentage of TGF-β1 
upstream, n=3. 
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Figure A.7. Effect of HA molecular weight on reflected percentage of IL-1β (n=3 for 
low MW, n=1 for high MW). 
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APPENDIX B 

MATLAB CODE FOR HA MODEL 

B.1 Introduction 

The diffusion-convection equation presented in Chapter 2 was solved numerically using 

MATLAB R2010b to obtain time- and location-dependent predictions for HA 

concentration. 

B.2 Code: Simulation I, Gowman & Ethier 

 
function pdexfunc_cte_v3 
  
m = 0;   % declare symmetry of the pde (m is 0 for 1-D slab) 
  
% declare x and t vectors 
x = linspace(0,10,9000);   % G&E, BC @ “infinity” 
t = linspace(0,180000,900);  % 200 s/step, 50 hrs; G&E 
  
soln = pdepe(m, @pdex_cte, @pdexic_cte, @pdexbc_cte, x, t); 
% outputs 3-dimensional array such that: 
% sol(:,:,k) approximates component k of the solution u 
% sol(i,:,k) approximates component k of solution at time tspan(i) and 
mesh points xmesh(:) 
% sol(i,j,k) approximates k at tspan(i) and the mesh point xmesh(j) 
 
figure; % 2-D plot at distance of 0 cm 
title('Distance of 0cm'); 
    plot(t/3600,1000*soln(:,1,1))    % convert time axis from s to h 
    xlabel('Time  [ hr ]'); 
    ylabel('Concentration  [ mg / ml ]'); 
1000*soln(900,1,1)    % print C_mem at end of simulation 
         
figure; 
plot(x,1000*soln(1,:,1), x,1000*soln(19,:,1), x,1000*soln(37,:,1), 
x,1000*soln(91,:,1), x,1000*soln(181,:,1), x,1000*soln(451,:,1), 
x,1000*soln(900,:,1)); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 

80 
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ylabel('Concentration  [ mg / ml ]'); 
title('Concentration over Distance at Different Times'); 
legend('0h','1h','2h','5h','10h','25h','50h')    % G&E 
 
[uout0,duoutdx0] = pdeval(m,x,soln(1,:,1),x); 
[uout1,duoutdx1] = pdeval(m,x,soln(19,:,1),x); 
[uout2,duoutdx2] = pdeval(m,x,soln(37,:,1),x); 
[uout5,duoutdx5] = pdeval(m,x,soln(91,:,1),x); 
[uout10,duoutdx10] = pdeval(m,x,soln(181,:,1),x); 
[uout25,duoutdx25] = pdeval(m,x,soln(451,:,1),x); 
[uout50,duoutdx50] = pdeval(m,x,soln(900,:,1),x); 
  
U = -1.31*(10^-5);       % cm/s, Gowman & Ethier data 
D = 2*10^-6;            % cm^2/s 
  
dflux0 = -D*1000*duoutdx0; 
dflux1 = -D*1000*duoutdx1; 
dflux2 = -D*1000*duoutdx2; 
dflux5 = -D*1000*duoutdx5; 
dflux10 = -D*1000*duoutdx10; 
dflux25 = -D*1000*duoutdx25; 
dflux50 = -D*1000*duoutdx50; 
  
cflux0 = U*1000*soln(1,:,1); 
cflux1 = U*1000*soln(19,:,1); 
cflux2 = U*1000*soln(37,:,1); 
cflux5 = U*1000*soln(91,:,1); 
cflux10 = U*1000*soln(181,:,1); 
cflux25 = U*1000*soln(451,:,1); 
cflux50 = U*1000*soln(900,:,1); 
 
% plot of concentration gradient dc/dz 
figure; 
plot(x,1000*duoutdx0, x,1000*duoutdx1, x,1000*duoutdx2, 
x,1000*duoutdx5, x,1000*duoutdx10, x,1000*duoutdx25, x,1000*duoutdx50); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('dc/dz  [ mg / cm^4 ]'); 
axis([0 2 -150 50]); 
legend('0h','1h','2h','5h','10h','25h','50h')    % G&E, Barry 
 
% plot of diffusive flux 
figure; 
plot(x,dflux0, x,dflux1, x,dflux2, x,dflux5, x,dflux10, x,dflux25, 
x,dflux50); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Diffusive Flux, -D*dc/dz  [ mg / (s*cm^2) ]'); 
axis([0 2 -0.0001 0.0003]); 
legend('0h','1h','2h','5h','10h','25h','50h')    % G&E, Barry 
  
% plot of convective flux 
figure; 
plot(x,cflux0, x,cflux1, x,cflux2, x,cflux5, x,cflux10, x,cflux25, 
x,cflux50); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Convective Flux, U*c(z,t)  [ mg / (s*cm^2) ]'); 
axis([0 2 -0.0003 0.0001]); 
legend('0h','1h','2h','5h','10h','25h','50h')    % G&E, Barry 
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% plot of net flux 
figure; 
plot(x,(dflux0+cflux0), x,(dflux1+cflux1), x,(dflux2+cflux2), 
x,(dflux5+cflux5), x,(dflux10+cflux10), x,(dflux25+cflux25), 
x,(dflux50+cflux50)); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Net Flux  [ mg / (s*cm^2) ]'); 
axis([0 2 -0.0001 0.00005]); 
legend('0h','1h','2h','5h','10h','25h','50h')    % G&E, Barry 
  
% plot of ratio of diffusive to convective flux 
figure; 
plot(x,-dflux0./cflux0, x,-dflux1./cflux1, x,-dflux2./cflux2, x,-
dflux5./cflux5, x,-dflux10./cflux10, x,-dflux25./cflux25, x,-
dflux50./cflux50); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Ratio of Diffusive to Convective Flux Magnitude'); 
axis([0 2 0 10]); 
legend('0h','1h','2h','5h','10h','25h','50h')    % G&E, Barry 
 
MW = 434000;     % HA MW, in g/mol 
b = 3.34; 
dPmem = zeros(900); 
for i = 1:900 
    dPmem(i) = (8.314472*293*(10^6)*(soln(i,1,1))/MW) + 
b*(10^7)*((soln(i,1,1))^2); 
end 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,dPmem/1000); 
ylabel('dP_osm  [ kPa ]'); 
xlabel('Time  [ h ]'); 
dPmem(900) 
  
% plot total mass HA upstream as a function of time 
total_mass = zeros(900);    % vector of masses at each time t 
for i = 1:900   % for each time step, solve for total mass upstream 
    for j = 1:9000  % numerically estimate area under curve 
        total_mass(i) = total_mass(i) + 
(soln(i,j,1)*1.27*(10/8999));   % G&E 
    end 
end 
total_mass(900) 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,1000*total_mass); 
xlabel('Time  [ h ]'); 
ylabel('Total Mass HA Upstream  [ mg ]'); 
 
reflection_coeff = zeros(900); 
reflection_coeff = (47.341.*soln(:,1,1))+0.287954;  % G&E (434kDa, 
15nm) 
for i = 1:900 
    if reflection_coeff(i) > 1 
        reflection_coeff(i) = 1; 
    end 
end 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,reflection_coeff); 
xlabel('Time  [ h ]'); 
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ylabel('Reflection Coefficient'); 
 
end 
 
 
function [c,f,s] = pdex_cte(x,t,u,dudx) 
  
U = 1.31*(10^-5);       % Gowman & Ethier data 
D = 2*10^-6; 
 
% specifies PDE in time and one space dimension 
c = 1; 
f = D.*dudx; 
s = U.*dudx;      % U*dudx, where U = 6.62E-5 cm/s 
 
 
function u0 = pdexic_cte(x) 
                                 
if x < 1.02          % Gowman & Ethier data, l_0 = 1.02 cm 
    u0 = 0.004016;  % Gowman & Ethier data, c_0 = 4.016 mg/ml 
else 
    u0 = 0; 
end 
 
 
function [p1,q1,pr,qr] = pdexbc_cte(x1,u1,xr,ur,t) 
% p(x,t,u) + q(x,t)*f(x,t,u,dudx) = 0 
  
if u1 > 0.01504078      % G&E (434 kDa, 15 nm) 
    R = 1; 
else 
    R = (47.341*u1)+0.287954; 
end 
  
p1 = u1*1.31*(10^-5)*R;     % Gowman & Ethier data 
q1 = 1;                     % D*dC/dx = f 
pr = ur;                     % C(infinity,t) = 0 
qr = 0; 
 

B.3 Code: Simulation II, Perfusion Experiments 

 
function pdexfunc_exp 
  
m = 0;   % declare symmetry of the pde (m is 0 for 1-D slab) 
  
% declare x and t vectors (must each contain at least 3 elements) 
x = linspace(0,10,9000);   % ultrafiltration, infinity BC 
t = linspace(0,18000,900);  % 20 s/step, 5 hrs 
  
soln = pdepe(m, @pdex_exp, @pdexic_exp, @pdexbc_exp, x, t); 
% outputs 3-dimensional array such that: 
% sol(:,:,k) approximates component k of the solution u 
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% sol(i,:,k) approximates component k of solution at time tspan(i) and 
mesh points xmesh(:) 
% sol(i,j,k) approximates k at tspan(i) and the mesh point xmesh(j) 
  
u = soln(:,:,1);   % extract first solution component 
  
figure; % 2-D plot at distance of 0 cm 
title('Distance of 0cm'); 
    plot(t/3600,1000*soln(:,1,1))    % convert time axis from s to h 
    xlabel('Time  [ hr ]'); 
    ylabel('Concentration  [ mg / ml ]'); 
     
figure; 
plot(x,1000*soln(1,:,1), x,1000*soln(91,:,1), x,1000*soln(181,:,1), 
x,1000*soln(361,:,1), x,1000*soln(541,:,1), x,1000*soln(721,:,1), 
x,1000*soln(900,:,1)); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Concentration  [ mg / ml ]'); 
title('Concentration over Distance at Different Times'); 
legend('0h','0.5h','1h','2h','3h','4h','5h') 
  
[uout0,duoutdx0] = pdeval(m,x,soln(1,:,1),x); 
[uout05,duoutdx05] = pdeval(m,x,soln(91,:,1),x); 
[uout1,duoutdx1] = pdeval(m,x,soln(181,:,1),x); 
[uout2,duoutdx2] = pdeval(m,x,soln(361,:,1),x); 
[uout3,duoutdx3] = pdeval(m,x,soln(541,:,1),x); 
[uout4,duoutdx4] = pdeval(m,x,soln(721,:,1),x); 
[uout5,duoutdx5] = pdeval(m,x,soln(900,:,1),x); 
 
U = -6.62*(10^-5);       % cm/s 
D = 2.1*10^-6;            % cm^2/s 
  
dflux0 = -D*1000*duoutdx0; 
dflux05 = -D*1000*duoutdx05; 
dflux1 = -D*1000*duoutdx1; 
dflux2 = -D*1000*duoutdx2; 
dflux3 = -D*1000*duoutdx3; 
dflux4 = -D*1000*duoutdx4; 
dflux5 = -D*1000*duoutdx5; 
  
cflux0 = U*1000*soln(1,:,1); 
cflux05 = U*1000*soln(91,:,1); 
cflux1 = U*1000*soln(181,:,1); 
cflux2 = U*1000*soln(361,:,1); 
cflux3 = U*1000*soln(541,:,1); 
cflux4 = U*1000*soln(721,:,1); 
cflux5 = U*1000*soln(900,:,1); 
 
% plot of concentration gradient dc/dz 
figure; 
plot(x,1000*duoutdx0, x,1000*duoutdx05, x,1000*duoutdx1, 
x,1000*duoutdx2, x,1000*duoutdx3, x,1000*duoutdx4, x,1000*duoutdx5); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('dc/dz  [ mg / cm^4 ]'); 
axis([0 1 -1000 100]); 
legend('0h','0.5h','1h','2h','3h','4h','5h') 
 
% plot of diffusive flux 
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figure; 
plot(x,dflux0, x,dflux05, x,dflux1, x,dflux2, x,dflux3, x,dflux4, 
x,dflux5); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Diffusive Flux, -D*dc/dz  [ mg / (s*cm^2) ]'); 
axis([0 2 -0.0005 0.0025]); 
legend('0h','0.5h','1h','2h','3h','4h','5h') 
  
% plot of convective flux 
figure; 
plot(x,cflux0, x,cflux05, x,cflux1, x,cflux2, x,cflux3, x,cflux4, 
x,cflux5); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Convective Flux, U*c(z,t)  [ mg / (s*cm^2) ]'); 
axis([0 2 -0.0025 0.0005]); 
legend('0h','0.5h','1h','2h','3h','4h','5h') 
  
% plot of net flux 
figure; 
plot(x,(dflux0+cflux0), x,(dflux05+cflux05), x,(dflux1+cflux1), 
x,(dflux2+cflux2), x,(dflux3+cflux3), x,(dflux4+cflux4), 
x,(dflux5+cflux5)); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Net Flux  [ mg / (s*cm^2) ]'); 
axis([0 2 -0.0002 0.0001]); 
legend('0h','0.5h','1h','2h','3h','4h','5h') 
  
% plot of ratio of diffusive to convective flux 
figure; 
plot(x,-dflux0./cflux0, x,-dflux05./cflux05, x,-dflux1./cflux1, x,-
dflux2./cflux2, x,-dflux3./cflux3, x,-dflux4./cflux4, x,-
dflux5./cflux5); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Ratio of Diffusive to Convective Flux Magnitude'); 
axis([0 2 -1 5]); 
legend('0h','0.5h','1h','2h','3h','4h','5h') 
 
% plot osmotic pressure across membrane surface as a fxn of time 
% dPosm = zeros(900);    % vector of pressures at each time t 
MW = 4000000;     % HA MW, in g/mol 
b = 3.34; 
 
dPmem = zeros(900); 
for i = 1:900 
    dPmem(i) = (8.314472*293*(10^6)*(soln(i,1,1))/MW) + 
b*(10^7)*((soln(i,1,1))^2); 
end 
dPmem = (dPmem)./1000;  % in kPa 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,dPmem); 
ylabel('Pressure  [ kPa ]'); 
xlabel('Time  [ h ]'); 
 
% plot total mass HA upstream as a function of time 
total_mass = zeros(900);    % vector of masses at each time t 
for i = 1:900   % for each time step, solve for total mass upstream 
    for j = 1:9000  % numerically estimate area under curve 
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        total_mass(i) = total_mass(i) + 
(soln(i,j,1)*0.50353*(10/8999));   % exp, Lx10 
    end 
end 
total_mass(900) 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,1000*total_mass); 
xlabel('Time  [ h ]'); 
ylabel('Total Mass HA Upstream  [ mg ]'); 
  
reflection_coeff = zeros(900); 
reflection_coeff = (47.341.*soln(:,1,1))+0.409624;  % exp 
for i = 1:900 
    if reflection_coeff(i) > 1 
        reflection_coeff(i) = 1; 
    end 
end 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,reflection_coeff); 
xlabel('Time  [ h ]'); 
ylabel('Reflection Coefficient'); 
  
end 
  
  
function [c,f,s] = pdex_exp(x,t,u,dudx) 
  
U = 6.62*(10^-5); 
D = 2.1*10^-6; 
  
c = 1; 
f = D.*dudx; 
s = U.*dudx;      % U*dudx, where U = 6.62E-5 cm/s 
end 
  
  
function u0 = pdexic_exp(x) 
                                 
if x < 0.994 
    u0 = 0.0015*heaviside(x); 
else 
    u0 = 0; 
end 
end 
  
function [p1,q1,pr,qr] = pdexbc_exp(x1,u1,xr,ur,t) 
% p(x,t,u) + q(x,t)*f(x,t,u,dudx) = 0 
  
if u1 > 0.01247071 
    R = 1; 
else 
    R = (47.341*u1)+0.409624; 
end 
                             
p1 = u1*6.62*(10^-5)*R;   
q1 = 1;                     % D*dC/dx = f 
pr = ur;                     % C(infinity,t) = 0 
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qr = 0; 
end 
 
B.4 Code: Simulation III, Normal Knee Joint 

function pdexfunc_normal 
  
m = 0;   % declare symmetry of the pde (m is 0 for 1-D slab) 
  
% declare x and t vectors (must each contain at least 3 elements) 
x = linspace(0,0.00361,1000);   % normal physiol 
t = linspace(0,90,900);  % 0.1s/step, 1.5 min 
 
soln = pdepe(m, @pdex_normal, @pdexic_normal, @pdexbc_normal, x, t); 
% outputs 3-dimensional array such that: 
% sol(:,:,k) approximates component k of the solution u 
% sol(i,:,k) approximates component k of solution at time tspan(i) and 
mesh points xmesh(:) 
% sol(i,j,k) approximates k at tspan(i) and the mesh point xmesh(j) 
  
u = soln(:,:,1);   % extract first solution component 
  
figure; % 2-D plot at distance of 0 cm 
title('Distance of 0cm'); 
    plot(t/60,1000*soln(:,1,1))     % convert time axis from s to min 
    xlabel('Time  [ min ]'); 
    ylabel('Concentration  [ mg / ml ]'); 
 
figure; 
plot(x*10000,1000*soln(1,:,1), x*10000,1000*soln(2,:,1), 
x*10000,1000*soln(6,:,1), x*10000,1000*soln(11,:,1), 
x*10000,1000*soln(101,:,1), x*10000,1000*soln(601,:,1)); 
% physiological, 1.5 min total, plot first minute only 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ um ]'); 
ylabel('Concentration  [ mg / ml ]'); 
title('Concentration over Distance at Different Times'); 
legend('0s','0.1s','0.5s','1s','10s','60s'); 
 
[uout0,duoutdx0] = pdeval(m,x,soln(1,:,1),x); 
[uout01,duoutdx01] = pdeval(m,x,soln(2,:,1),x); 
[uout05,duoutdx05] = pdeval(m,x,soln(6,:,1),x); 
[uout1,duoutdx1] = pdeval(m,x,soln(11,:,1),x); 
[uout10,duoutdx10] = pdeval(m,x,soln(101,:,1),x); 
[uout60,duoutdx60] = pdeval(m,x,soln(601,:,1),x); 
  
figure; 
plot(x*10000,1000*duoutdx0, x*10000,1000*duoutdx01, 
x*10000,1000*duoutdx05, x*10000,1000*duoutdx1, x*10000,1000*duoutdx10, 
x*10000,1000*duoutdx60); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ um ]'); 
ylabel('dc/dz  [ mg / cm^4 ]'); 
axis([0 40 -30 10]); 
legend('0s','0.1s','0.5s','1s','10s','60s'); 
 
% plot osmotic pressure across membrane surface as a fxn of time 
% dPosm = zeros(900);    % vector of pressures at each time t 
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% MW = 1900000;     % HA MW, in g/mol 
MW = 2700000; 
b = 3.34; 
 
dPmem = zeros(900); 
for i = 1:900 
    dPmem(i) = (8.314472*293*(10^6)*(soln(i,1,1))/MW) + 
b*(10^7)*((soln(i,1,1))^2); 
end 
dPmem = (dPmem)./1000;  % in kPa 
figure; 
plot(t/60,dPmem); 
ylabel('Pressure  [ kPa ]'); 
xlabel('Time  [ min ] '); 
 
% plot total mass HA upstream as a function of time 
total_mass = zeros(900);    % vector of masses at each time t 
for i = 1:900   % for each time step, solve for total mass upstream 
    for j = 1:1000  % numerically estimate area under curve 
        total_mass(i) = total_mass(i) + 
(soln(i,j,1)*277*(0.00361/999));   % physiol 
    end 
end 
mass_end = 1000*total_mass(900) 
figure; 
plot(t/60,1000*total_mass); 
xlabel('Time  [ min ]'); 
ylabel('Total Mass HA Upstream  [ mg ]'); 
 
reflection_coeff = zeros(900); 
reflection_coeff = (47.341.*soln(:,1,1))+0.238; % physiol; 1.9 MDa, 45 
nm 
for i = 1:900 
    if reflection_coeff(i) > 1 
        reflection_coeff(i) = 1; 
    end 
%     reflection_coeff(i) = 1; 
end 
figure; 
plot(t/60,reflection_coeff); 
xlabel('Time  [ min ]'); 
ylabel('Reflection Coefficient'); 
 
end 
  
  
function [c,f,s] = pdex_normal(x,t,u,dudx) 
  
U = 6.438*(10^-7);     % for 10.7 ul/mn (Levick & McDonald 1995) 
 
D = 1*10^-6; 
 
% specifies PDE in time and one space dimension 
c = 1; 
f = D.*dudx; 
s = U.*dudx;      % U*dudx, where U = 6.62E-5 cm/s 
end 
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function u0 = pdexic_normal(x) 
                                    
if x < 0.00361      % physiol 
    u0 = 0.004; 
else 
    u0 = 0; 
end 
end 
  
  
function [p1,q1,pr,qr] = pdexbc_normal(x1,u1,xr,ur,t) 
% p(x,t,u) + q(x,t)*f(x,t,u,dudx) = 0 
  
if u1 > 0.016096      % normal physiol, low end, 1.9MDa 45 nm 
    R = 1; 
else 
    R = (47.341*u1)+0.238; 
end 
  
%R = 1;      % normal physiol, high 
                             
p1 = u1*1*6.438*(10^-7)*R; 
q1 = 1;                     % D*dC/dx = f 
pr = ur*1*6.438*(10^-7); 
qr = 1;  
end 
 

B.5 Code: Simulation IV, Abnormal Knee Joint 

 
function pdexfunc_disease 
  
m = 0;   % declare symmetry of the pde (m is 0 for 1-D slab) 
  
% declare x and t vectors (must each contain at least 3 elements) 
x = linspace(0,0.1083,1000);    % disease 
t = linspace(0,18000,900);  % 20 s/step, 5 hrs 
%t = linspace(0,360000,900);     % 100 hrs 
  
soln = pdepe(m, @pdex_disease, @pdexic_disease, @pdexbc_disease, x, 
t); 
% outputs 3-dimensional array such that: 
% sol(:,:,k) approximates component k of the solution u 
% sol(i,:,k) approximates component k of solution at time tspan(i) and 
mesh points xmesh(:) 
% sol(i,j,k) approximates k at tspan(i) and the mesh point xmesh(j) 
  
u = soln(:,:,1);   % extract first solution component 
  
figure; % 2-D plot at distance of 0 cm 
title('Distance of 0cm'); 
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    plot(t/3600,1000*soln(:,1,1))    % convert time axis from s to h 
    xlabel('Time  [ hr ]'); 
    ylabel('Concentration  [ mg / ml ]'); 
     
figure; 
plot(x,1000*soln(1,:,1), x,1000*soln(91,:,1), x,1000*soln(181,:,1), 
x,1000*soln(361,:,1), x,1000*soln(541,:,1), x,1000*soln(721,:,1), 
x,1000*soln(900,:,1)); 
% for 5 hr 
%plot(x,1000*soln(1,:,1), x,1000*soln(46,:,1), x,1000*soln(91,:,1), 
x,1000*soln(181,:,1), x,1000*soln(451,:,1), x,1000*soln(900,:,1)); 
%disease, for 100 hrs 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('Concentration  [ mg / ml ]'); 
title('Concentration over Distance at Different Times'); 
legend('0h','0.5h','1h','2h','3h','4h','5h')  
%legend('0h','5h','10h','20h','50h','100h')    % G&E, Barry, disease 
 
[uout0,duoutdx0] = pdeval(m,x,soln(1,:,1),x); 
[uout5,duoutdx5] = pdeval(m,x,soln(46,:,1),x); 
[uout10,duoutdx10] = pdeval(m,x,soln(91,:,1),x); 
[uout20,duoutdx20] = pdeval(m,x,soln(181,:,1),x); 
[uout50,duoutdx50] = pdeval(m,x,soln(451,:,1),x); 
[uout100,duoutdx100] = pdeval(m,x,soln(900,:,1),x); 
  
figure; 
plot(x,1000*duoutdx0, x,1000*duoutdx5, x,1000*duoutdx10, 
x,1000*duoutdx20, x,1000*duoutdx50, x,1000*duoutdx100); 
xlabel('Distance from Membrane  [ cm ]'); 
ylabel('dc/dz  [ mg / cm^4 ]'); 
axis([0 0.12 -6 2]); 
legend('0h','5h','10h','20h','50h','100h') 
 
% plot osmotic pressure across membrane surface as a fxn of time 
% dPosm = zeros(900);    % vector of pressures at each time t 
%MW = 700000;  % 0.7 MDa, high end (Dahl) 
MW = 300000;   % 300 kDa, low end (Dahl) 
b = 3.34; 
 
dPmem = zeros(900); 
for i = 1:900 
    dPmem(i) = (8.314472*293*(10^6)*(soln(i,1,1))/MW) + 
b*(10^7)*((soln(i,1,1))^2); 
end 
dPmem = (dPmem)./1000;  % in kPa 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,dPmem); 
xlabel('Time  [ hr ]'); 
ylabel(' Pressure  [ kPa ]'); 
 
% plot total mass HA upstream as a function of time 
total_mass = zeros(900);    % vector of masses at each time t 
for i = 1:900   % for each time step, solve for total mass upstream 
    for j = 1:1000  % numerically estimate area under curve 
        total_mass(i) = total_mass(i) + 
(soln(i,j,1)*277*(0.1083/999)); % disease 
    end 
end 
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total_mass(900) 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,1000*total_mass); 
xlabel('Time  [ hr ]'); 
ylabel('Total Mass HA Upstream  [ mg ]'); 
 
reflection_coeff = zeros(900); 
%reflection_coeff = (47.341.*soln(:,1,1))+0.003088;   % disease; 0.3 
MDa, 150 nm 
reflection_coeff = (47.341.*soln(:,1,1))+0.068322;  % disease; 0.7 
MDa, 50 nm 
for i = 1:900 
    if reflection_coeff(i) > 1 
        reflection_coeff(i) = 1; 
    end 
end 
figure; 
plot(t/3600,reflection_coeff); 
xlabel('Time  [ hr ]'); 
ylabel('Reflection Coefficient'); 
 
end 
  
  
function [c,f,s] = pdex_disease(x,t,u,dudx) 
  
U = 6.438*(10^-7);     % for 10.7 ul/mn (Levick & McDonald 1995) 
 
D = 0.1*10^-6; 
  
% specifies PDE in time and one space dimension 
c = 1; 
f = D.*dudx; 
s = U.*dudx;      % U*dudx, where U = 6.62E-5 cm/s 
end 
  
  
function u0 = pdexic_disease(x) 
                                    
if x < 0.1083   % disease, 30 ml SF 
    u0 = 0.001; 
else 
    u0 = 0; 
end 
end 
  
  
function [p1,q1,pr,qr] = pdexbc_disease(x1,u1,xr,ur,t) 
% p(x,t,u) + q(x,t)*f(x,t,u,dudx) = 0 
 
% if u1 > 0.0210581      % disease; 300 kDa, 150 nm 
%     R = 1; 
% else 
%     R = (47.341*u1)+0.003088; 
% end 
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if u1 > 0.01968      % disease; 700 kDa, 50 nm 
    R = 1; 
else 
    R = (47.341*u1)+0.068322; 
end 
 
p1 = u1*6.438*(10^-7)*R; 
q1 = 1;                     % D*dC/dx = f 
pr = ur*6.438*(10^-7); 
qr = 1; 
end 
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